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Abstract: The most common provoking factors for chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) exacerbation include
viral and bacterial tracheobronchitis, pneumonia, and exposure to environmental irritants and air pollution. In many patients with
COPD exacerbation, the underlying cause cannot be identified. In general, patients with COPD exacerbation get admitted to the
hospital and treated with antibiotics, glucocorticoids and inhaled bronchodilators. Oropharyngeal dysphagia is an
under-recognized provoking factor for COPD exacerbation. Patients with advanced COPD often have impaired coordination of
respiration and deglutition which can lead to aspiration of liquids, food particles, and saliva into the airways. Aspiration events
can lead to exacerbation of symptoms and cause further decline in lung function. We described a 69-year-old male with a history
of COPD who presented with progressive dyspnea, productive cough and hypoxia which required intubation and mechanical
ventilation. The patient underwent a bronchoscopy for airway inspection which showed pieces of meat in the right main bronchus
which were removed. Reportedly, the patient was having difficulty swallowing solid food prior to admission to the hospital.
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1. Introduction
Swallowing dysfunction in patients with advanced COPD is
a common finding [1]. Postprandial aspiration of food
particles and more commonly liquids into the airways can lead
to COPD exacerbation. In turn, during COPD exacerbation
from all causes, oropharyngeal dysphagia can worsen [2].
Repeated aspiration can lead to serious sequela in COPD
patients including pneumonia, infection, worsening lung
function and even death [3]. We detail the case of a patient
with COPD exacerbation due to swallowing dysfunction and
aspiration of meat particle into the airways, requiring
intubation and mechanical ventilation support. Aspiration was
confirmed in this patient via bronchoscopy with removal of
the food particles from the right main bronchus.
Oropharyngeal aspiration should be in the differential

diagnoses of patients with COPD exacerbations particularly in
those with advanced COPD and frequent exacerbations
without obvious provoking factors [4]. The patient should be
evaluated by a speech-Language Pathologist to further assess
swallowing function. If silent aspiration is suspected, an
objective assessment such as a Video fluoroscopy should be
performed.

2. Case Report
A 69-year-old male with history of COPD and frequent
admissions to the hospital due to acute respiratory failure
requiring intubation presented to the emergency room
department with a two-day history of progressive dyspnea and
productive cough. He was recently discharged from the
Hospital after treatment for COPD exacerbation with IV
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glucocorticoids, antibiotics and inhaled bronchodilators. On
arrival to the emergency department, he was found to be
hypoxic and was placed on 5 Liters of oxygen via nasal
cannula. On exam, he had bilateral wheezing. Chest x-ray
(Figure 1) showed diffuse bilateral prominent interstitial lung
markings, which were unchanged from a previous chest x-ray.
The patient was later admitted to the hospital and started on IV
glucocorticoid, doxycycline and aggressive pulmonary
toileting with inhaled bronchodilators. In spite of these
treatments, his work of breathing and hypoxia worsened, and
he was placed on Bi-level intermittent positive pressure
ventilation (BIPAP), eventually requiring intubation and
mechanical ventilation. Upon further questioning of the
patient’s family, they reported that the patient was having
difficulty swallowing solid food recently, and an event of
choking on the steak was reported to have occurred the night
before admission. Indeed, the patient reported to his family
that he felt like a piece of meat was stuck in his throat.
Bronchoscopy was performed for airway inspection, which
revealed pieces of meat in the right main bronchus, which
were removed with forceps (Figure 2). A follow-up
bronchoscopy was done two days later which revealed some
purulent secretions, however, did not show any endobronchial
obstruction. The patient was weaned successfully from the
ventilator and extubated. He was referred to the speech
therapy team for a swallowing evaluation.

Figure 1. Chest radiography shows diffuse bilateral prominent interstitial
lung markings.

Figure 1. Pieces of meat removed from right main bronchus during
bronchoscopy.
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3. Discussion
Several studies have investigated the correlation
between COPD exacerbation and aspiration [5]. Two
recognized potential causes of aspiration include
oropharyngeal dysphagia and Gastroesophageal Reflux
Disease (GERD).
COPD patients have been shown to have increased
incidence of swallowing dysfunction at their baseline as well
as during an exacerbation [6]. Two common characteristics of
swallowing dysfunction seen in COPD patients include
disruption of the normal exhale-swallow-exhale pattern and
an abnormal swallowing reflex [7]. Swallowing dysfunction
patterns seen the most in patients with COPD include
exhale-swallow-inhale
and,
inhale-swallow-inhale,
swallowing during inhalation or swallowing during late
exhalation. Repeated aspiration of oropharyngeal secretions
leads to increased bacterial loads in distal airways which will
increase the frequency of bacterial tracheobronchitis and
pneumonia in patients with COPD. Studies have shown that
there is a significant increase in hospitalization, morbidity, and
mortality due to dysphagia in patients with COPD [8].
Swallowing dysfunction with silent aspiration is well known
as a factor for COPD exacerbation.
Conversely, exacerbation of COPD may promote
swallowing dysfunction and aspiration which in turn may
increase the severity of COPD and frequency of
exacerbations. Patients with experiencing exacerbation
events have been found to have increase latency in the
swallowing reflex, posing increasing aspiration risk, as
compared to subjects that were not presently having
exacerbation [9]. Dysphagia in individuals with COPD
cannot be identified on clinical evaluation by the presence of
coughing, which can be an obvious sign of aspiration, as a
cough can be chronically present in individuals diagnosed
with COPD. As noted above, aspiration may be silent
without any warning symptoms [10]. In one study involving
male patients with the primary diagnosis of COPD revealed
that up to 85% of these patients exhibited some degree of
swallowing dysfunction and laryngeal penetrations or
aspirations on a Videofluoroscopy study [11].
Videofluoroscopy is highly recommended for the evaluation
of dysphagia in COPD patient and is the gold standard to
diagnose dysphagia and the presence of aspiration,
especially silent aspiration as this cannot be ruled out by
bedside assessment alone. Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease
(GERD) is another common cause of microaspiration in the
COPD patient [12]. Based on numerous studies, the
prevalence of GERD in COPD patients ranges anywhere
from 17% to 54%. One study showed that pepsin was present
in 33% of the sputum samples gathered from moderate to
severe COPD patients [13]. Finally, tracheostomy tube;
when indicated for patients with COPD; poses a high risk for
swallowing dysfunction and aspiration as it interferes with
normal swallowing [14].
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4. Conclusion
Keeping a high clinical suspicion of swallowing
dysfunction with aspiration in COPD patients with frequent
exacerbations is important. The risk of aspiration secondary to
oropharyngea dysphagia and GERD needs to be recognized
early and managed appropriately in patients with COPD to
prevent further exacerbation with declining lung function and
to improve quality of life. Silent aspiration should be
suspected and investigated through evaluation by speech
therapy specialist. Videofluoroscopy is the gold standard for
assessment of swallowing function in patients suffering from
COPD.
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